Liquid Soapmaking: Tips, Techniques And Recipes For Creating All Manner Of Liquid And Soft Soap Naturally!
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In "Liquid Soapmaking" you will find clear explanations accompanied by full color photography, tables and charts illustrating how to: a) Successfully create sparkling clear soaps quickly and easily every time. b) Formulate liquid soap so you never have to dissolve a stubborn soap paste again. c) Make the most luxuriously thick shower gels ever. d) Color, fragrance and thicken your liquid soap. e) Add nutritive value with herbal extracts and infusions. f) Extend the shelf life and stability of your soap. g) Formulate your own recipes.

This book is excellent if you want to learn how to make liquid soap. I was already doing cold process bar soaps, but I love a good liquid soap and wanted to learn the ropes to do it myself. She offers up detailed instructions, both paste and no-paste, and many good recipes to get you started. So far I have made a shampoo and a hand soap - both of which my family adores.

I have been making liquid soap for many years and still picked up some tips from Jackie in this book. This book is good for the beginner to the experienced liquid soapmaker. She explains ingredients well, the different processes you can use to make liquid soaps, and gives clear instructions on each process. The book contains formulations throughout and also has a section on how to formulate your own soaps. The book also contains a section on scenting and coloring your liquid soaps as well as ways to solve problems that may come up.
I absolutely love this book. Jackie does a great job in explaining the process and give lots of tips for creating beautiful liquid soap. I became obsessed with liquid soap making several years ago and the available book then was just too confusing. This book breaks down the steps and really explains things easily. I love how she varies the process a bit for the no-paste method. She also talks about preservatives in liquid soap.

Clear, concise, easy to understand and follow for a beginner.

The book is way more than I expected, for something as complicated as soaping i am actually having fun reading this and I hate to read. The seller shipped fast and I am so glad I purchased this book.
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